
Creative Writing: @ Friendship House, Huntly.  with   Valentine Venimore
Creative Words:   "Portmanteau" words are invented to "hold" two meanings in one word.

What are these words that have been invented over the last few of decades?

1 Ankle Bracelet

2 Interconnected Network

3 Botulism Toxin

4 Breath Analyser

5 Britain's Exit

6 Breakfast and Lunch

7 Electronic Mail

8 Glamorous Camping

9 Labrador Poodle Cross

10 Motor Hotel

11 News Broadcast

12 Romantic Comedy

13 Smoke and fog
OK just a couple more!

14 A person who loves shopping, perhaps too much!

15 Electronics for controlling flight

Now for a real test of your word power.   Here is another portmanteau word but it is scrambled!

Can you unscramble and write it's two meanings?

gitsamesuet

A number of authors have used portmanteau.  Most notably perhaps,  Lewis Carroll.

James Joyce ("Finnegans Wake" & "Ulysses")

Saddenly. Shim Pornosophical

comfytousness megallant Smilesmirk Botch-up

Horcrux Animagus Expelliarmus

Dementor Portkey Metamorphmagi

He explains in Alice in Wonderland. "You see it's like a portmanteau -- there are two meanings packed up 

into one word."  in order to explain how a reader might be able to decode the made-up words in his 

famous nonsense poem, "The Jabberwocky."

&



JABBERWOCKY

Analysis

Twas brillig, and the slithy toves slithy - lithe & slimy

      Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:

All mimsy were the borogoves, mimsy - miserable & flimsy

      And the mome raths outgrabe.

“Beware the Jabberwock, my son!

      The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!

Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun

      The frumious Bandersnatch!”  frumious—fuming and furious. 

He took his vorpal sword in hand;

      Long time the manxome foe he sought—

So rested he by the Tumtum tree

      And stood awhile in thought.

And, as in uffish thought he stood,

      The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame,

Came whiffling through the tulgey wood,

      And burbled as it came!

One, two! One, two! And through and through

      The vorpal blade went snicker-snack!

He left it dead, and with its head

      He went galumphing back. galumphing - galloping triumphantly

“And hast thou slain the Jabberwock?

      Come to my arms, my beamish boy!

O frabjous day! Callooh! Callay!”

      He chortled in his joy. Chortled-Chuckle & snorted

’Twas brillig, and the slithy toves

      Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:

All mimsy were the borogoves,

      And the mome raths outgrabe.



Challenge.

Write a paragraph or rhyme using some of your own invented portmanteau words.

Topic suggestions:

Sunrise or sunset The behaviour of a pet Solitude

An imaginary creature A frustrating moment The weather


